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Editor’s Comment
My two favourite seasons are spring and autumn. The
temperatures are moderate and nature’s at its best.
Spring is like a time of rebirth and the leaves during
Autumn turn beautiful shades of red and brown before
floating from their branches - the only problem with
Autumn is that it is the beginning of seasonal influenza.
Flu is an incapacitating illness which can be deadly for the
elderly and sick. Recommendations for flu vaccinations
should be heeded by everyone and encouraged by
employers for their employees.
In the working environment, flu spreads rapidly amongst
employees who have not been vaccinated. The potential
costs of an unhealthy environment to companies are billions
in sick days and lost productivity.
To minimise the spread, employers should implement
infection control policies, and make their employees aware
of proper hygiene practices which includes disinfecting
hands and surfaces, as well as reducing proximity and
duration of contact with people who are ill.
However, a lot of the symptoms may start in the home. A
recent study from VELUX and Humboldt University in
Europe found that people who live in unhealthy homes
experience worse overall health, as well as being prone to
flu-like symptoms and fatigue. A lack of health causes a
lower quality of life which in turn is a major cause of loss of
productivity in the economy.
The study points to five characteristics that determine
whether our homes are healthy or unhealthy: good sleeping
conditions; comfortable indoor temperatures; sufficient
amounts of daylight; fresh air; and healthy levels of
humidity. The results of this study are applicable not only to
the home environment, but also to the work environment.
The evidence is clear. People living in in cold, damp and
mouldy houses are approximately 50% more likely to suffer
from illnesses like nose or throat infections. Having enough
daylight in the home almost halves the risk of being low on
energy, while people who never air out their homes are twice
as likely to suffer from low energy levels compared to those
who do so two-to-four times daily.
Healthy environments are beneficial not only to our bodies,
but they also lift our sense of satisfaction. Good sleep
quality, lots of fresh air, plenty of daylight and appropriate
levels of humidity are all amongst the top contributors to
satisfaction. Good indoor climate trumps the expense of
energy costs when looking at its benefits.
The study found that one in four feel their health is below
average, one in four never feel energised and half regularly
suffer from sore throats and runny noses.
The results therefore suggest a common interest between
employers, the building industry and private home owners.
Wellness must never be underestimated, it is important for
happiness, health and therefore ultimately for productivity.
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World day for safety and health
at work
superior and average performance i.e. at best the surface
Prof John Smallwood is the Professor and Head of the Department
of Construction Management, and the Programme Director, MSc
(Built Environment) Programme, Nelson Mandela Metropolitan
University, and the Principal, Construction Research Education
and Training Enterprises (CREATE). In all capacities he
specialises in, among other, construction health and safety (H&S),
ergonomics, and primary health promotion.

The World Day for Safety and Health at Work is intended to
focus international attention on promoting and creating a
safety and health culture at work and to help reduce the
number of occupational-related fatalities, injuries, and
diseases.
It is significant that the 28 April is the day after the day on
which South Africa celebrates the anniversary of the first
democratic elections. Significant, because there is no real
freedom, including security and human rights, till the threat
from injury and disease is removed from workplaces.
South African construction continues to receive unfavourable
media coverage due to trench collapses, building, deck, and
slab collapses, fatalities, injuries, disease, and damage to
public property. Furthermore, the focus is still on safety;
health and ergonomic issues receiving limited or no
attention. Although there is a need for a paradigm shift from
compliance to better practice, including the addressing of
primary health issues, there is still the elementary need for
basic compliance.
Based upon extensive research, publishing, course, seminar,
and workshop development, conference organising,
lecturing, community service, and professional registration
and association, the author advocates the following to realise
substantial change in South African construction health and
safety (H&S):
• The value ‘People are our most important resource’ (value
= constituent of H&S culture) reinforced by ‘respect for
people’;
• Leadership in terms of H&S;
• Management commitment, participation, and
involvement in H&S;
• Multi-stakeholder contributions to H&S – architects,
clients, contractors, engineers, interior designers, landscape
architects, material manufacturers and suppliers, project
managers, quantity surveyors, and unions;
• Optimum H&S culture, among other, a vision of fatality,
injury, and disease free projects, and a goal of zero
deviations as opposed to incidents or accidents;
• Comprehensive H&S education and training of all
stakeholders (designers included);
• Competence accompanied by, among other, appropriate
values and an exacting philosophy – the core competencies
(self-image, traits, and motives) differentiate between
March/April 2016 National Safety

competencies (knowledge and skills) can only realise
average performance;
• Optimum status for H&S – greater than or at least equal
to that afforded cost, quality, and time;
• Sound construction management (bona fide as opposed to
pseudo) i.e. management of construction by construction
managers;
• Integration of design and construction in general, but
especially in terms of H&S;
• Implementation of documented quality management
systems in design and construction;
• Implementation of documented H&S management
systems in design and construction;
• Focus on H&S regardless of circumstances – H&S is a
value, not a priority;
• Elimination / Mitigation of ‘excusitis’ (mind deadening
thought disease manifested in excuses), and
• Consciousness and mindfulness – constant cognising with
respect to the surrounding environment, attention relative
to H&S, and mindful with respect to the implications of
actions or omissions.
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The dawning of a new era
in Construction Health and Safety in South Africa
Part Three

“Identifying the Construction Client”
Anton is a Business Partner: Health and
Safety Executive (Pty) Ltd and advisor to
Cynergy Solutions. He is Director of an
International Group of Construction
companies specialising in product and
service delivery to the built environment.
Anton is a professionally registered
Construction Health and Safety Agent.
He is Chairman and Managing
Director of the Association of
Construction Health and Safety
Management (SA),
a Competent Registered Design Risk
Management Consultant and Registered
CDM Coordinator of the Association
of Project Safety (UK). He is registered
with several other occupational health and
safety organisations both in the UK
and South Africa.

INTRODUCTION

“Construction Work” as defined in the
present Construction Regulations
(2014), means any work in connection
with:
(a) the construction, erection,
alteration, renovation, repair,
demolition or dismantling of or
addition to a building or any similar
structure; or
(b) the construction, erection,
maintenance, demolition or
dismantling of any bridge, dam,
canal, road, railway, runway, sewer
or water reticulation system; or the
moving of earth, clearing of land,
the making of an excavation, piling,
or similar civil engineering structure
or type of work.
So, if you are planning to have
construction work done, then you are
considered a Construction Client under
the existing Construction Regulations
(2014).
The purpose of the regulations is to
ensure that those who are legally
responsible for a construction project
4

must consider health and safety as an
integral part of the management and
delivery of their construction project
and ultimately ensuring that their
structures are safe to build, maintain
and operate. The Construction
Regulations are all about choosing a
competent team, allowing enough time
and resources and encouraging them to
work in a co-ordinated way.
This in turn will ensure the health and
safety of the project over its life span
and will also pave the way for the
successful delivery of the project across
the basic project parameters of time,
quality and cost.
IDENTIFYING THE “CONSTRUCTION
CLIENT”

In “part two” of this series of
construction health and safety articles,
we defined the Construction Client as
per the Construction Regulations
(2014). The Client is defined as “any
person for whom construction work is
being performed”.
Due to the complexities of certain
construction contract procurement
methods, it is often difficult to ascertain
who the actual Construction Client is
on a construction project. It is however
critical that the Construction Client/s
is/are identified at the earliest possible
stage of a construction project as they
need to be identified as the main
statute duty holder on both the
“Application for Construction Work
Permit” (Regulation 3, 2014) and the
“Notification of Construction Work”
(Regulation 4, 2014).
It is important that the Construction
Client for any particular construction
project is properly identified as it is that
person who automatically accepts all
the “absolute duties” under both
respective Construction Regulations
and other relevant health and safety
www.safety1st.co.za

legislation. So by definition, a
Construction Client can include:
• Sole proprietors, closed corporations,
partnerships, limited companies and
corporations;
• The private and public sectors,
development agencies, trustees and
charitable enterprises;
• One-off and regular construction
clients; and
• Financing development sectors, such
a Public Private Partnerships (PPPs),
etc.
Where doubt still remains as to who is
legally the Construction Client, one
could use the following list of questions
as a guideline:
“Take into account who...”
(i) ultimately decides what is to be
constructed, where, when and by
whom;
(ii) commissions the designs and the
construction work;
(iii)initiates the construction work;
(iv) is at the head of the procurement
chain; and
(v) engages/contracts with the principal
contractor/s or nominated
contractors?
THE ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES

The other important decisions by the
Construction Client that supports their
aspirations and goals for health and
safety on their construction projects are
how the two most ‘critical’ resources in
the construction industry, time and
money are allocated.
Construction Clients need to be clear
from the outset how much time and
money they are prepared to expend on
their construction project health and
safety management efforts and to

•
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accept the constraints that these place
upon what can be achieved.
It needs to be known that the
consideration of time and money
should not only be relative to “Stage 5
– Construction Documentation and
Management” (as defined by The
South African Council for the Project
and Construction Management
Professions – SACPCMP), as adequate
resources must also be provided for the
first four stages in order to interpret the
Construction Client’s health and safety
aspirations and goals, as well as
complying with their “absolute duties”
as defined in both sets of Construction
Regulations and other applicable health
and safety legislation.
It is often easier for the Construction
Client to focus on execution of the
construction work and to overlook the
value that good design, construction
health and safety co-ordination,
planning and preparation can add to a
construction project.
As to the amount of money that should

March/April 2016 National Safety

be spent on construction health and
safety risk prevention strategies by the
Construction Client, this can be
determined by their “absolute duty” to
perform a construction project health
and safety risk profile (as defined in
“Stage 1 - Project Initiation and
briefing” by the SACPCMP), which
must also be performed within the
underpinning framework of
“reasonable practicable”, which is one
of the pillars of the Occupational
Health and Safety Act (No. 85 of
1993). This definition requires the
Construction Client (also known as the
“Employer”) to deal with four aspects
namely:
(i) The severity and scope of the
hazard.
(ii) The state of knowledge and means
available to remove or mitigate the
hazard or risk.
(iii)The availability and suitability of
knowledge or means.
(iv)The cost factor (cost-benefit
analysis).

www.safety1st.co.za

IN CONCLUSION

Due to the highly complex nature of
construction work combined with the
intricate maze of health and safety laws,
it is imperative that in order to ensure a
safe and healthy project free on
unacceptable levels of risk, and to
maintain adequate claims defensibility,
the Construction Client must seek and
have access to competent health and
safety advice for their construction
projects.
The Construction Regulations 2014
(CRs) makes it very clear [CR 5(7)] that
Construction Clients may only appoint
Construction Health & Safety Agents
(CHSAs) who are registered with the
South African Council for Project &
Construction Management Professions
(SACPCMP) and it is these competent
persons who must actually undertake
the work.
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Audit questions
for interviews of company leaders
by Dr Bill Pomfret

Managing Consultant, Safety
Projects International,
Canada specialises in
auditing and evaluating both
client and contractor Safety
Programmes and in
developing with them
pro-active preventative systems
procedures and programmes to
control all incidents.

The following questions have been
designed to be asked “cold,” without
“leading the witness”, in order to get
spontaneous answers. I have used
“division”, “organisation”, or “plant” in
place of “company” if the respondent
was other than the CEO. In some cases
the unit leader was asked the same
question about the company and about
the unit.

6

I always interview the CEO and his executive management team right after
commencing an audit, or the board of directors. This helps me set the tone for
the whole audit, obviously leadership is fundamental, not all executives score
well, especially on their first audit. The selected questions to ask are listed in
this article.
1. Does your company (department) have a
written health and safety vision? Or a set of
safety values?
a. How and when were they
developed?
b. How important are they to your
safety effort?
c. How are they used?
2. What are the key beliefs that your
company (department) holds about safety?
a. How important are they to your
health and safety effort?
b. What are the reasons your
organisation strives for excellence in
safety?

www.safety1st.co.za

3. What are the main long-term safety goals
of your company (department)?
a. How and when were they
developed?
b. How are they used?
4. Does your company (department) have
specific (corporate) health and safety
objectives for this year?
a. What are they (quantitative as well
as qualitative)?
b. How were they developed? What
was your role?
c. Does their attainment affect your
pay? Who decides?

•
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PERSONAL ROLE AND INVOLVEMENT
IN SAFETY ACTIVITIES

5. What are the most important elements of
your personal role in safety?
6. What regular duties in safety are you
involved in? (Central Safety Committee?)
a. Do you practise Safety through
Accountability System?
7. What percentage of your time is spent on
safety?
8. How do you personally demonstrate your
commitment / leadership towards safety?
9. What role do you play when an injury or
major incident occurs?
10. Are you involved in safety activities
outside of your company?
11. Does your company (department) have a
top management safety committee?
a. Who chairs it?
b. How often does it meet?
c. How do you influence the corporate
(department) safety organisation?
12. Do the managers who report to you have
specific safety objectives for this year?
a. How were they developed?
b. Does reaching them affect their
performance rating and
compensation?
13. Who do you hold mainly responsible for
delivering excellence in safety?
14. Who do you hold responsible for safety
training?
a. Who does the training?
b. Does your company (unit) have
training in safety values and
attitude?
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

15. What health and safety information
(data) do you rely on to tell you how the
company (unit) is doing?
a. Who prepares it?
b. How often do you receive it?
16. How do you assess the safety attitude in
the company (department)?
17. What formal tools does your company
(department) use?
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18. How does your company's (department's)
safety compare to that of others in your
industry?
a. To others beyond your industry?
b. Who prepares the data? How often
is it updated?
c. How is it used?
18. How do you report your health and
safety performance to the company
(department) at large?
a. How often?
b. Do you report safety performance
directly to employees?
c. How?
19. How do you report your company's
(department's) safety performance to the
board? (Management committee, etc., for
internal corporate units). Annual Report etc.
a. How often?
COST-BENEFIT BALANCE, BUSINESSSAFETY INTERACTION

20. How do you and your company
(department) view the relationship between
the management of safety and the
management of other parameters?
21. At what level of safety performance do
you feel that the costs of improving safety
become greater than the economic benefits
(cost-benefit trade-off theory)?
22. Do you think that striving for excellence
in safety affects the ability of your company
(department) to be excellent in other areas quality, costs, profits? Help or hinder?
a. Could you sustain excellence in
business if safety was only average?
23. How does your company (unit) deal
with conflicts in priorities between safety and
quality, costs, and profits?
a. Have there been specific instances in
the past?
24. How do you communicate the priority of
safety to those that report to you?
a. To the company (department) at
large?
25. Is safety included in business plans?
a. In what way?
26. Your company has combined excellence in
safety with good business results - quality,
costs, productivity, and profits.
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a. How have you been able to do this?
27. Do you have a corporate (department)
for health and safety?
a. To whom does it report?
28. To what extent do you rely on the safety
department and safety advisors to generate
excellence in safety?
29. Do you have issues about funding of
safety?
a. How much does safety cost your
company (department) annually?
b. How many full-time people are
directly involved in safety?
30. What role do safety rules play in your
safety management?
31. Who is responsible for developing and
revising rules?
32. Does your company (department) have a
written policy on disciplinary action for
infractions of safety rules?
a. What is it?
b. How and when was it developed?
c. How is it used?
d. Is safety considered in your hiring
processes? How?
33. What part does safety training play in
your organisation?
a. What is your training philosophy?
b. Who is responsible for training?
34. What are your company's philosophy,
policy, and practices about:
a. Modified duties for injured workers
who cannot do their regular job?
b. Rehabilitation processes for workers?
c. Does the company have a mental or
psychological health programme?
d. Return to work initiatives?
e. Who manages these processes?
35. What are your company's policies about
safety in foreign subsidiaries?
a. How and when were they
developed?
b. What is their experience?
36. What are your company's policies about
safety of contract employees?
a. How and when were they
developed?
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b. What is their experience?
37. What is your company's (department's)
involvement in off-the-job safety of
employees?
38. What is your company's practice about
the participation of employees in safety
activities outside of the company?
39. How involved is the workforce in safety
activities?
40. What are your views on health and
safety meetings?
a. Is there a company or unit policy on
frequency?
b. How are workers involved?
41. Is there a worker-management joint
health and safety committee?
a. What does it do?
b. How effective is it?
42. How do you handle union involvement
in safety?(if any)
43. How is worker involvement balanced
with the role of safety advisors?
44. What are your views on safety and selfmanagement (self-directed teams, etc.)?

HOW DOES YOUR COMPANY
(DEPARTMENT) RECOGNISE AND
REWARD SAFETY ACHIEVEMENTS?

45. How are you personally involved?
46. How satisfied are you with your
company’s (department’s) safety
performance?
47. With the rate of improvement in
performance?
48. What are the most difficult barriers
that had to be overcome for your company
(department) to achieve excellence in safety?

a. To stay at an excellent level and
continue to improve?
49. How satisfied are you with your
company’s (department’s) performance in
quality?
50. How satisfied are you with your
company’s (department’s) profit
performance?
51. Your company (department) has a fine
safety record.
a. What are the main reasons (list
three or four).

Registered Safety Professional seeks employment
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Experience includes managing safety and health on construction projects for
Clients as required by the Construction Regulations;
• Develop and implement ISO 9001:2008 and OHSAS 18001:2007 Management Systems;
• Develop and implement customised OHS Legal Systems compliant to OHS Act requirements;
• Provide SHEQ services to Civil, Mining and Manufacturing contractor Clients i.e.
- Quality Assurance system and process audits (ISO 9001 Standard)
- OHS Legal compliance audits
- Development and implementation of Safety and Fall Protection plans as required by the
Construction Regulations
- Development and implementation of Safety Files as required by the Construction
Regulations (customised)
- Acting as Incident investigator and Risk Assessor on behalf of the contractor
- Applicable OHS Act training (Workshop) — Certified CETA Assessor.
Vast experience within the civil, building (13 years) and mining sectors (3years)
Phone - Cell. 083 795 3080 or email: ultimate.ohs.solutions@gmail.com
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Ground breaking ruling following Paarl Fire
Judge rules against “absurd” non-disclosure
In April 2009, firefighters battled the last flames in the pre-press section of the Paarl Print
Factory, in the Western Cape that was gutted by fire. Thirteen people died.

By Advocate Raynard Looch
BA.LLB (Pret.) Raynard Looch
was a former public prosecutor in
the Mining Court (OHS Court)
which was based in Johannesburg
and had jurisdiction for the entire
(former) Transvaal. Klass Looch
Associates is dedicated to
representing employers / users of
plant and machinery in South
Africa in all OHS legal matters
(corporate bodies and management)
in an often biased and hostile
(governmental) OHS environment.

More than six years after a
devastating fire at the Paarl
Print Factory in the Western
Cape, which left 13 people
dead and 10 injured, the
victims’ families will at last
have access to the findings
of an inquiry into the blaze.
The Department of Labour
had refused to hand over the
report, saying the
Occupational Health and
Safety Act did not allow for
interested parties to have
access to the report. The
department contended that
disclosure of the report to
any person other than the
chief inspector and the
National Prosecuting
Authority would violate the
principles of co-operative
governance enshrined in the
constitution. It was further
said that, because employees
injured on duty or the
dependents of those who
had died as a result of injury
on duty were not entitled to
sue their employer for
damages, they did not need
access to the report.
The families, together with
the Industrial Health
Resource Group of the
University of Cape Town,
March/April 2016 National Safety

turned to the Pretoria High
Court to force the Minister
of Labour, Mildred Oliphant,
to make public inquiry
reports regarding findings
into workplace accidents.
Judge Elias Matojane, made
a groundbreaking judgment
in August 2015 which
would pave the way for
others in a similar situation.
He ordered that interested
parties may in future, on
request to the presiding
inspector, receive a copy of
an inquiry report. The judge
said the government’s
interpretation of the act that
it did not allow for a report
to be handed over to
interested parties,
undermined the basic
constitutional right of
transparency and
accountability. He said the
constitution provided that
everyone had the right of

access to any information
held by the State. In
withholding the information,
it also deprived interested
parties of their rights to
dignity. The judge said the
families and next of kin of
workers killed in industrial
accidents would never be
able to find closure if they
were not able to gain access
to the reports.
Without access to the
reports, values of employers
and trade unions were also
hampered in their ability to
ensure health and safety in
the workplace. It would not
be possible for unions to
adequately protect their
members’ interests by
advocating for reform and
improvement of safety in the
workplace.
Judge Matojane said the
reports would allow
employees and unions to

www.safety1st.co.za

hold employers accountable
for past and future conduct
by ensuring that they
comply with the
recommendations and
findings.
In terms of the act,
aggrieved parties may appeal
against the findings of the
reports. The judge said it
was absurd to say parties
may appeal, while at the
same time they were denied
access to the report. The
judge declared that the
policy of the department to
refuse access to a Section 32
inquiry report, in all
instances and without regard
to the circumstances of each
case once the report is
referred to the NPA, was
inconsistent with the
Occupational Health and
Safety Act and the
Promotion of Access to
Information Act.
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Megatrends and the future
HSE organisation
In this article, Dr. Deonie Botha, talks about global megatrends and the manner in
which these will impact the health, safety and environmental (HSE) industry.
Dr Deonie Botha is responsible for
managing the Research & Development and
Innovation Department at NOSA (Pty)
Ltd within the fields of Occupational
Health, Safety & Environment and Risk
management. She has experience in mining,
engineering, construction, food and beverage
and many more industries. She lectures at a
business school and has authored study
guides for academic institutions. She is an
ad-hoc faculty member of the University of
Pretoria. Deonie has a doctorate, 2 masters
degrees and several diplomas in various
disciplines.

ORGANISATIONAL STRATEGY

Organisations often develop tactical
and operational business strategies
according to known and predictable
factors in their internal and external
environments. However, the world is
becoming increasingly complex and
therefore necessitates some insight, or
perhaps even foresight, into an external
environment that is less predictable (or
even completely unpredictable) in
nature.
The only manner in which companies
can prepare themselves adequately for
the future is by observing and
analysing megatrends and considering
the manner in which they will
determine the sustainability and
competitiveness of the company.
MEGATRENDS

Megatrends are long-term patterns or
processes of transformation that are
currently taking place.
They are regarded as global forces that
define a future world, with a potentially
far-reaching impact on businesses,
societies, economies, environments,
cultures, and even the personal lives of
individuals.
Because megatrends are long-term
patterns or processes, they are slow to
form but will have a fundamental and
determining effect on almost
everything.
Hence, it is fundamental for companies
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to be cognisant of global megatrends as
they will enable organisations to drive
growth and innovation in a rapidly
changing environment (Singh, 2011).
Several sources confirmed the
prevalence of the following global
megatrends:
• Urbanisation and the rise of mega
cities, mega regions, mega corridors
and smart cities;
• E-mobility; the growth in the electric
vehicle market and its associated
value chain; batteries (including
second life and recycling); charging
stations, and packaging innovative
mobility solutions such as “pay by
electrons”.
• Social trends, including geosocialisation and its enabling
capabilities, such as geo-coding and
geo-tagging to support additional
social dynamics; generation Y as the
customer of the future and the
reverse brain drain.
• The virtual world, including fluid
interfaces and haptic technologies, as
well as the effect of a virtual
environment on training.
• Innovation to zero: zero emission
technologies, zero harm, water
footprint.
• Robotics and the impact of
automated and mechanised, as well
as remotely-controlled operations in
the workplace of the future.
• Health, wellness and wellbeing, and
a greater emphasis on the inclusion of
the “whole being” or body, mind and
soul of the individuals.
• SPACE JAM and the increasing
pervasiveness of satellites and drone
technology.
• A World War III that will evolve
around information warfare as the
future domain of conflict, and the
resulting need to manage big sets of
data.
• RoboSlaves and the pervasive robotic
technology that will act as a “slave”
www.safety1st.co.za

in everyday life from 2020 (Frost &
Sullivan, 2015).
In addition to those megatrends
already discussed, the following
megatrends have also been identified:
• The rise of a digital culture.
• Amplified emphasis on the needs of
individuals and individualism.
• She-economy and the growth of the
buying power of females.
• Globalisation and the diminishing
effect of geographical distance.
• Rising aspirations of the generation Y
workforce.
• Brick-and-click-based commercial
models.
• The future of energy and the
increased global appetite for
alternative and sustainable energy
sources.
• Corporate leadership and the
increased focus on ethical and social
corporate responsibility (Erasmus,
2015).
WORKFORCE OF THE FUTURE

From the above-mentioned
megatrends, it is evident that the
nature of future organisations and their
workforces will differ substantially from
their current manifestations.
Morgan (2015) describes 14
characteristics of the future
organisation, which includes:
• It is not unusual to see a single
employee working in a remote
location.
• Employees will be able to conduct
work anytime, anywhere and on any
device.
• The use of collaborative technologies
to learn from colleagues anywhere
and anytime.
• Women will increasingly become the
decision makers and consumers.
• Future organisations run in the cloud
and utilise cloudware.

•
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• Employees want to be at the
workplace instead of assuming they
need to be there and this will
necessitate an increasing focus on
individualism.
• People are motivated by benefits,
such as employee health and
wellness, community involvement,
sustainability and making a positive
impact on the world
The above characteristics exemplify the
impact of megatrends, such as
automatisation and remotely-controlled
operations, pervasiveness of information
and communication technology, the
rise of individualism and the sheeconomy, the digital culture, the fact
that people are more inclined to be
motivated by being a “whole being,” as
well as a shift towards prosperity and
not just profit and financial gain.
FUTURE HSE

The changed nature of future
organisations and workforces will
subsequently have an impact on HSE
requirements.
As the nature of work, workplaces and
workforces will change in the future,
there also will be different demands
placed on the manner in which HSE is
managed and manifested within
organisations.
Additionally, individuals responsible for
HSE roles and responsibilities need to
be aware and prepared for the new
requirements of the organisation and
workforce of the future.
MEGATRENDS IN HSE

The European Agency for Safety and
Health at Work (EU-OSHA) has
identified various known trends that
will have an impact on the manner in
which HSE manifests and is managed
in organisations.
These trends include the following:
• Population ageing.

• Stress at work.
• Workplace violence and harassment.
• Health of women at work.
• New technologies in green jobs.
• Climate change.
• Nanomaterials.
• A Globally Harmonised System of
Classification.
However, of far more importance, are
the five HSE megatrends listed below:
• The impact of information and
communication technology.
• The impact of the financial crises on
the nature of work.
• The impact of globalisation of trade
in managing work.
• The impact of the changing location
of work.
• Trends in human resource
management practices affecting
worker wellbeing.
An analysis of the above five
megatrends clearly indicates a
correlation between global megatrends,
as well the nature of the future
organisation and future workforce.
The introduction of pervasive
information and communication
technology will not only have an effect
on the manner in which individuals do
their work (namely, the introduction of
robotics and mechanised equipment
and the ability to integrate “machines”
into work and work processes), but
they will also have implications on the
actual location of the workplace.
The integration of information and
communication technology will enable
the workforce to be active from
anywhere and at any time.
The financial crises will have a
substantial effect on the manner in
which HSE is managed and manifests
in organisations, since less financial and
human resources will be allocated to
HSE.

Furthermore, organisations will employ
more resources on a contract basis,
which will have an impact on their
accountability and adherence to HSE
policies and procedures.
Globalisation implies that workforces
can be deployed at any location across
the globe. This exacerbates competitive
pressure and may result in a reduced
spending on HSE, or even the
relocation of the workforce to countries
with lower labour costs through
lowering standards (including HSE
standards and protocols).
Due to the demands on the workforce
in terms of their availability and
accessibility (because of the pervasive
nature of information and
communication technology), as well as
the less permanent nature of
employment due to the financial crises,
future organisations will need to
address the expectations of the future
workforce in terms of their rising
aspirations and requirements (i.e. being
regarded as “whole beings”), and hence
their associated requirements in terms
of wellness.
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Basic formwork and concreting
checklist for contractors

Leighton Bennett of Benrisk Consulting
is a SHE and Risk Management
consultant who is both a professionally
registered safety professional and
graduate, a professionally registered
associate in risk management and is the
author of PEPMELF based risk
assessment process. Leighton is also a
freelance underwriting insurance
surveyor.

After the recent pedestrian bridge formwork
collapse on the M1 at the Grayston bridge
in Sandton and the collapse at the Tongaat
Mall, I found this checklist on the
Worksafe Victoria website, which I feel
may be useful to facilitate the safety
monitoring of such activities
1. HAS THE FORMWORK SYSTEM
BEEN PROPERLY DESIGNED?

A competent formwork designer and /
or formwork manufacturer / supplier
should design the site formwork
system. The formwork contractor
should have erection design drawings
and specifications for the particular
formwork system to be constructed.
Ensure a copy of the design drawings
and loading calculations are available
on site. Make sure the building’s design
engineer specifies when the formwork
can be dismantled (concrete cure
requirement).
2. HAS THE FORMWORK BEEN
PROPERLY CONSTRUCTED?

All modular or framed formwork
components, support timbers and
structural ply, need to be in a
serviceable condition. Check that the
constructed formwork is on firm
foundations (suitable soleplates,
hardness of ground or adequacy of
support structure). Make sure the
formwork system is the same type and
capacity as specified in the design
drawing and is erected in accordance
with the design. Ensure any adjustable
12

building props are tied to each other or
to the shoring frames so they cannot
collapse when released.
3. IS THE FORMWORK DECK BEING
LAID SAFELY?

The work method used to layout and
secure form ply must protect the
workers from falling. When required to
work from the formwork itself, make
sure they have a full deck of scaffold
planks and safe access. When laying
additional sheets from the formwork
deck, workers should stay clear of the
leading edge, pushing out the sheets as
they go. Perimeter edge protection
(temporary guardrails or scaffolding)
needs to be provided. Ensure workers
have safe and secure access and egress
to and from all the formwork areas,
including deck.
4. IS STEEL FIXING BEING DONE
SAFELY?

Make sure plastic protective caps are
always placed on the ends of starter
bars to safeguard workers. When fixing
steel for concrete walls and columns,
steel fixers will need properly
constructed scaffolds. Steel fixers need
protective glasses when using bolt
cutters to stop steel fragments from
wounding their eyes, and also from the
impact from wire ends when cutting or
working with coiled steel fixing wire.
5. IS THE FORMWORK
STRUCTURALLY ADEQUATE?

Before pouring concrete, use an
experienced structural engineer to
www.safety1st.co.za

inspect the erected formwork system.
This inspection should also include any
supporting structure the formwork is
constructed upon; for adequacy and the
ability to take the loads of the new
suspended concrete floor or beam. The
engineer should supply an inspection
certificate to verify the structural
integrity of the support structure and
formwork system.
6. ARE WALL AND COLUMN
SHUTTERS SAFELY LIFTED AND
PROPERLY SECURED?

Formwork shutters need to be securely
slung and controlled with a tagline
when they are being crane-lifted. Do
not allow large shutters to be lifted in
strong winds. Where possible, pushpull angled props should be fixed to
cast-in anchors. Workers installing
she-bolts need to work from properly
constructed scaffolds or other safe
temporary work platforms.
7. ARE WORKERS PREVENTED FROM
ACCESSING THE AREA UNDERNEATH
THE CONCRETE POUR?

Ensure that no worker is allowed to
access the immediate area beneath the
section of formwork where the concrete
is being poured.
If an observer is to be positioned at a
lower level during the pouring
operation, they must be located in a
position that will safe- guard them
from injury if the formwork fails during
concrete placement. Generally, neither
the observer nor any other worker
should be permitted to access the area

•
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below the pour once concrete
placement has commenced, even to
rectify problems.
8. ARE CONCRETE PUMPS BEING
USED SAFELY?

Concrete pumps must be well
maintained, fully serviceable and
should comply with the requirements
of the Industry Standard for Concrete
Pumping. The operator of a truck
mounted concrete placing boom must
hold a WorkSafe certificate of
competency (Class PB). Ensure mobile
boom-type units are set up correctly
and fully comply with the NO-GOZONE rules for overhead power lines.
Concrete pumping lines need cleaning
out after each use.
9. ARE KIBBLES BEING USED SAFELY?

Crane-lifted concrete kibbles (pouring
buckets) normally require a person
with a WorkSafe dogging or rigging
certificate to operate them and direct
their movement. Make sure the
dogman (pouring bucket operator)
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understands the need to release the
concrete gradually from the kibble so as
not to overload the formwork and risk
structural failure. The sudden release of
concrete from the kibble can also make
the crane boom whip upwards, causing
the kibble to bounce dangerously.
Never allow workers to “ride the load”
by standing on a kibble while it is
being lifted.
10. ARE CONCRETE VIBRATORS
BEING USED SAFELY?

Check that vibrators are well
maintained and fully serviceable.
Residual Current Devices (RCDs)
(Earth Leakage Devices) must be fitted
for the protection of all electrical power
leads and electric vibrators. Do not use
petrol-driven vibrators in cellars or
other poorly ventilated areas because of
carbon monoxide gassing risks.
11. ARE THE CONCRETERS WORKING
SAFELY?

Make sure there are no open sides or
penetrations where a worker could fall.
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Where required, provide temporary
guardrails or a heavy duty perimeter
scaffold.
12. IS FORMWORK BEING
DISMANTLED SAFELY?

Do not allow formwork to be removed
prior to the concrete reaching its
required strength (normally needing at
least 28 days to cure). When stripping
the underside of a suspended floor slab,
barricade the area off from other
workers. Make sure people dismantling
the formwork are working from
properly constructed scaffolds or
properly planked shoring frames.
Never allow “drop stripping” of formply and falsework.
EDITOR’S NOTE
My additions to this article are in italics
REFERENCE :
http://www.worksafe.vic.gov.au/forms-andpublications/forms-and-publications/basicformwork-and-concreting-checklist-for-buildersand-building-trades-contractors. Version 3,
October 2005
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Richards Bay IDZ
scores four years of
injury-free status
Richards Bay Industrial Development
Zone Company SOC Ltd (RBIDZ), a
building site with multiple contractors
has achieved four years of injury-free
status. This is a remarkable
achievement with not a single
debilitating injury since 2010, when it
began construction of Phase 1A.
Linda Buthelezi, Safety Health &
Quality (SHQ) Manager at RBIDZ,
said the company laid the groundwork
over a long time and that the health
and safety of everyone involved in the
RBIDZ’s development and projects
remained the priority of the company.
“Safety must be managed and everyone
- with no exception - must be involved
in its development. We have assigned a
very high priority to safety in our
operations and the goal is that everyone
returns home healthy after a day at
work,” he said.

Hence, the “Zero Harm and Injury
Free” environment is promoted within
the RBIDZ and its all operations and
enterprises.
“The RBIDZ works with its locators to
put programmes in place related to
behaviour-based safety, visible felt
leadership, hazard identification and
risk assessments, internal audits,
management reviews and third party
audits. Golden rules, standard
procedures and safety training are also

key components of the safety drive,”
said Buthelezi.
Senior employees in all IDZ enterprises
are expected to ensure compliance with
health and safety laws and remain
responsible for taking steps considered
to be practical to mitigate any potential
hazards. Benchmarking is used to
measure standards against leading best
practice. Relevant information and
experience is shared across all locators
within RBIDZ.
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Buthelezi said inter-enterprises site
visits were encouraged as an integral
part of the shared learning process
whereby management teams have the
opportunity to gain first-hand
information on SHQ practices and
access to innovative ideas.
He attributed the four-year injury free
status to stringent measures that are in
force, among which are that:
• All contractors are issued with a
baseline risk assessment for all site
risks and hazards for accurate
planning and project execution;
• Detailed site specific risk assessments
are mandatory before commencing
work on all RBIDZ sites;
• Detailed CVs for key personnel are
required to check for competence and
experience prior to commencing
work on all RBIDZ sites;
• SHQ audits are conducted monthly
by the RBIDZ, Department of
Labour, Department of
Environmental Affairs, Project
Engineers, Safety Consultants and
Department of Water and Sanitation
to ensure full compliance to all
requirements;
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• Managers responsible for SHQ issues
conduct random visits to all sites to
ensure adherence;
• Inductions for all contractors and
investors are conducted to assist in
raising awareness and understanding
of all risks and hazards on RBIDZ
sites for better project planning and
execution;
• Any incident, no matter how minor,
is reported, recorded, shared with all,
investigated and all preventive and
corrective actions implemented so
that recurrence of similar incidents is
avoided.
Buthelezi said the concept of ensuring a
safe working environment and
compliance with health and safety
legislation was reinforced in contracts
with construction companies and heavy
industry tenants. Contractors and
locators in the zone were also provided
with and health and safety
specifications.
Buthelezi said a good health and safety
record gives assurance to RBIDZ
investors that the organisation operates
in a safe and conducive environment.
“Placing high priority on health and
safety ensures that contractors,
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investors and the RBIDZ have less
absenteeism due to illness and
accidents/incidents. An impressive
record also protects the RBIDZ brand
and makes sure that litigation, claims
against the company and court cases
are avoided.”
Contractors and investors with very
good health and safety performance are
given recognition and awards, he said,
adding “a safe workforce is a productive
workforce”.
John Paine, Richards Bay manager of
Lovemore Bros Machinery Logistics
which is located within Phase 1A, said
the company supported the stringent
safety measures enforced by RBIDZ.
“Our company places high value on
workplace safety and also has stringent
safety rules. Any business knows that
employee attrition and absenteeism can
be major obstacles. When you create a
healthy and safe workplace, you reduce
those issues in several ways.
“Workplace safety is about much more
than legislation. It’s about creating the
kind of productive, efficient, happy and
inspiring workplace we all want to be
part of,” he concluded.

•
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Risk based OHS training can reduce work-related incidents
Whilst a lot of companies do invest in
training their workforce, little value has
been realised in terms of associated
reductions in work-related incidents.
This is evident in the high number of
fatalities and lost time injuries (LTIs)
reported. In addition, many of the
executives and safety professionals do
not have much confidence in the
current state of safety training and see
them as grudge purchases. This,
according to Thabo Molekoa, Regional
Director: Sub-Saharan Africa for
DuPont Sustainable Solutions (DSS),
results in a reduction in training
investment and the absence of a
strategic initiative to mitigating
organisational risks.
He says that organisations have
reported a number of challenges
including talent shortages, transferring
skills to new generations, creating
learning agility to overcome business
challenges and adapting to market
conditions. “What immediately
becomes critical is the role of training in
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order to ensure that business results are
achieved with minimal risks and
interruptions. A well designed and
business-relevant training programme
can transform an organisation and
ensure quicker delivery of the
organisation’s strategy.”
The most frequently reported root
causes of incidents are normally related
to human behaviours and yet these are
not adequately addressed in training
programmes. DuPont Sustainable
Solutions has observed that workplace
injuries are rooted in employees’
attitudes, behaviours, and ultimately
culture. This unfortunately is not
normally adequately covered in
training and if it is, it is quickly
forgotten and not put into practice
post-training.
DSS advocates a differentiated risk
approach which ensures that
appropriate effort and resources are
expended, based on the specific risk
profile of the industry a company is in,
resulting not just in the desired end
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state but in ensuring value for
investment. It is then critical to
integrate people and process
requirements into operational risk
management.
“By fully understanding the human
element – how individuals think, feel,
and make decisions – and as a result of
that, how people act, one can enable
the creation of a risk management
system that will achieve superior
results. We believe that an ideal
training programme should identify
and develop the skills, behaviours and
competencies needed to support a
company’s business objectives; as well
as build foundational knowledge and
skills in safety and operations,” says
Molekoa.
He adds that the business leader needs
to display the values that are required
in the business. Leadership buy-in and
support of all training interventions
gives credibility to the training
programmes and effects maximum
impact. He suggests a blended learning
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approach that includes E-learning;
structured coaching to reflect on and
improve the safety environment and
individual performance; active learning
experiences that reinforce coaching and
formal course work; and structured onthe-job experiences.
Only once a training intervention alters
employees’ behaviours, will true
sustainable results be realised.
With more than 30 years of workplace
training innovation, DuPont
Sustainable Solutions provides
courseware that incorporates sound
instructional content designed to
facilitate the transfer of knowledge.
Content is reviewed by subject matter
experts to help ensure compliance with
health, safety, environmental, ethical
and operational standards.
STOP™ is a world-class safety
observation and communication
process based on proven DuPont
methods that provide a path to
significant safety improvement by
making safe behaviour and awareness
of workplace conditions part of an
organisation’s culture. STOP™ has

been used to train over one million
people worldwide.
“A large number of both local and
international training providers are
exhibiting at this year’s A-OSH EXPO,
from 24-26 May 2016 at Gallagher
Convention Centre.
In addition to DuPont, 3M, Alco-Safe,
Dräger SA, ER Signs & Safety,
Gelezani, Haslac, Health & Safety
Consulting, LexisNexis, Nebosh, Nosa,
Phoenix Health & Safety, SA SMTS,
Sabinet, SHEilds, Skills Resource
Group and Unisa CBM will present a
wide variety of specialised training
programmes.
Undoubtedly, there is no area of OHS
that will not be covered in the various
offerings,” says Joshua Low, A-OSH
EXPO Event Director at Specialised
Exhibitions.
A number of visitor attractions add to
the appeal of the over 80 exhibitors and
include the free-to-attend PASMA
Working at Height Theatre and
NOSHEBO Seminar Theatre,
sponsored by Ansell. As in the past few
years, Saiosh will also be running their

annual conference alongside A-OSH
EXPO.
A-OSH EXPO 2016 enjoys the
endorsement of a number of leading
industry associations, including the
Institute for Working at Height
(IWH), IOSM, Nebosh, FPASA,
NOSHEBO, PASMA, the Safety First
Association, SAIOH, Sapema and
Saiosh.
Visitors will have access to the Business
Matchmaking Service sponsored by
Ideco which allows visitors to be prematched with relevant exhibitors.
This initiative allows meetings to be
arranged in advance of the exhibition,
thereby maximising the visitor’s time at
A-OSH EXPO 2016.
A-OSH EXPO will again be co-located
with Securex, Africa’s leading source for
security and fire products and services.
The exhibition covers all aspects of
security and fire risk analysis and
alleviation.
For more information on A-OSH EXPO
2016 or to pre-register visit the website at
www.aosh.co.za
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All-round occupational and health and safety
A-OSH EXPO 2016 exhibition has
been strategically designed to provide a
carefully orchestrated combination of
products, services and educational
sessions.
If you are responsible for reducing
OHS in your work environment, then
A-OSH EXPO 2016, held at
Gallagher Convention Centre in
Midrand, Johannesburg from 24 to 26
May 2016, is the place to be.
Dräger South Africa supplies and
services a diverse range of safety
products to a number of industries
namely; government departments, fire
services, chemical industries, oil & gas
and mining.
Their offering includes a full range of
alcohol and drug detection devices,
respiratory protection, gas warning
devices as well as protective clothing.
Dräger will be showcasing its new
comfort vest for chemical protection
suits (CPS), drug and alcohol detection
equipment, airline equipment, and gas
detection equipment.

ALCO-Safe provides assistance in the
formulation of alcohol and substance
abuse programmes and the provision of
police grade breathalysers to ensure
high quality and consistent results,
together with drug testing equipment
suitable for workplace use. The
company undertakes calibrations and
maintenance on all of the equipment
that it supplies. If positive test results
are obtained ALCO-Safe can also assist
with expert witnesses in CCMA cases
and labour court hearings.
Besides being a manufacturer of
personal protective equipment, Safeco
also promotes and distributes local
manufacturer’s products where they are
of compliant quality. The range also
includes products from internationally
accredited and reputable manufacturers
and covers head to toe as well as many
auxiliary safety accessories and
equipment. The company is a
distributor for Drager, Drizit, Dromex,
Frams, Hazmat, Howard Leight, Maxi,
Rebel, Safequip, Tyvek, Uvex, Wayne,
Watt, Zenith, Zero and 3M.

At last year’s event, such was the
popularity of the NOSEHBO Seminar
Theatre sessions sponsored by Ansell
that there was often standing room
only available. This year, delegates can
look forward to talks by Tibor Szana
from the Department of Labour on the
Occupational Health & Safety Bill, an
SABS discussion on standards for PPE,
Vince Harmse explaining the client’s
agent in construction, and working at
height guidelines, all on day one.
On 25 May, the programme kicks off
with the investigation of major
incidents by the DoL, OHS design to
specification by Leighton Bennett of
BenRisk Consultants, Duane Basson of
HSE discussing hearing protection,
with the day ending with a talk on
managing OHS and labour on the
mines. Day three starts with
occupational hygiene, continues with
head protection guidelines and a final
talk by Joep Joubert (president of
IOSM) on a single professional
registration authority for occupational
safety practitioners.
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Message from
the President
Joep Joubert

• They ensure that the employer complies with the
applicable legislation and keeps them safe from
prosecution, severe fines and possible imprisonment
• They prevent crippling losses to the organisation or
company by preventing incidents which lead to loss and /
or damage
• They assist greatly in creating working conditions which
will build morale with the worker and make him less
likely to strike.

Good day to all IOSM Members!
The year is rapidly racing along and we are already in
autumn. This means we are approaching winter! As I write
this, the Cape Mountains have just had the first snow. Are
your cold work precautions in place?
I would like to focus most of this message on lapsed
members of the Institute of Safety Management:
We have found that, perhaps as a result of the current
economic climate, some of our members have allowed their
membership to lapse or have discontinued their journey to
achieve higher professional status within the Institute and we
understand their dilemma.
To those who are unable to maintain their current
professional registration, we ask if you have considered
taking up General Membership of IOSM. This is a less costly
form of membership and whilst it does not allow you to
participate fully in the running of the Institute, it does allow
you to maintain contact with the Institute and its members;
obtain advice on Occupational Health and Safety issues; be
notified of employment opportunities and to access our
website and the useful information therein; as well as to
receive the National Safety magazine - this may be a more
suitable option for you.
To those of you who have started your journey on the ladder
to professional recognition but have run out of steam, we
urge to take up the challenge again and join the ranks of our
fellow registered Coordinators, Practitioners and
Professionals.
Reviving your membership means a lot to us, and we would
like to welcome you back onto our membership list.
Many employers and the authorities want to see the health
and safety profession under proper control. IOSM is a
professional body recognised by the SA Qualifications
Authority in terms of the National Qualifications Framework
Act (No 67 of 2008) and have a registration system so that a
person may submit himself /herself for evaluation and receive
recognition as to his/her ability to deliver competent and
quality service to the industry as a registered safety
practitioner.
• IOSM practitioners save peoples’ lives and prevent them
from becoming injured and / or from becoming ill due to
unhealthy workplace conditions

I ask you to please consider these suggestions and should you
need any information or assistance in your application as a
General Member or reinstatement of your professional
designation, please contact me and I will be happy to assist
you in any way!
The IOSM remains committed to implementing our goals as
communicated earlier, we will provide more feedback later.
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EXHIBITIONS AND ROADSHOWS

We have also been represented at the SECUNDA
PETROCHEMICAL ROADSHOW recently where we
made a few new friends!
Please remember the A-OSH Expo 2016 that will be taking
place from 24 to 26 May at Gallagher Estate, Midrand.
IOSM will again be part of the NOSHEBO team. Please
come and visit the Exhibition, it is absolutely free.
A-OSH will also hosts three seminar theatres, free to all
those visiting the exhibitions. The NOSHEBO Theatre will be
focusing on OHS and PPE issues, the Working at Heights
Theatre will naturally focus on issues relevant to that, and the
Securex Theatre has a comprehensive programme focusing on
issues topical to them.
For more detail visit the A-OHS Expo website. We hope to
see you there!
So please, feel free to come and visit us at the NOSHEBO
stand and at the NOSHEBO Seminar theatre!
Greetings,
Joep Joubert
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A healthy mind in a healthy body
(Body Corporate liabilities)
by Richard Whittaker Marketing/PRO IOSM

There was a very active IOSM email
discussion recently concerning the
duties, responsibilities and liabilities of
Body Corporates for Sectional Title
properties recently vis à vis compliance
with the OHSAct and Regulations,
specifically the Construction
Regulations.
The purpose of this article is to try and
capture the main points of the
discussion and highlight the measures
Body Corporates can implement to
ensure that they don’t fall foul of the
law in this respect.
THE BODY CORPORATE AND THE
OHSACT

Firstly we need to look at the legal
status of a Body Corporate (BC) or,
perhaps more correctly, the Trustees of
that Body.
According to the Sectional Titles Act1
(STA) which governs how all sectional
title schemes are run, the BC exists to
manage and administer the land and
buildings in the scheme. The BC is
bound by the terms of the Sectional
Titles Act, the Management Rules and
the Conduct Rules of the scheme.
This means, that the BC is required to
enforce the legislation and rules in these
documents. The STA requires that a
BC elect a set of Trustees to manage
and run the day to day affairs of the
complex. Amongst their other duties,
the Trustees manage the BC’s funds,
enforce the rules and resolve conflict to
the best of their ability. The various
duties of a trustee are clearly set out by
the STA2.
Although in terms of Section 36.5 of
the STA, the provisions of the
Companies Act, 1973 do not apply, the
simplest way of explaining the set-up of
20

a BC is to say that the members of the
BC, each of whom owns a part of the
shared property, elect a Board of
Trustees (STA Section 39.1), in much
the same way as Shareholders elect a
Board of Directors.
The Board of Trustees then elects from
their ranks a Chairman who, in effect,
is the CEO. And so the “CEO” and
his/her “Board of Directors” is
responsible for the day to day operation
of the business of the BC and their
Sectional Title property, in particular
the “common property” but more
specifically as reflected in the STA
section 36.4 and 36.6, viz: the BC shall
be responsible for the enforcement of
the rules and for the control,
administration and management of the
common property for the benefit of all
owners. Further, the BC shall be
capable of suing and of being sued in
respect of any contract made by it,
damage to the common property,
matters in connection with the land or
building for which the body corporate
is liable, any matter arising out of the
exercise of any of its powers or the
performance or non-performance of
any of its duties (edited).
This is reinforced by Section 12 of the
Management Rules, forming a part of
the STA, which requires that every
trustee and agent (but not the
managing agent) shall be indemnified
www.safety1st.co.za

by the BC against all costs, losses,
expenses and claims for anything done
by him in his duties, unless caused by
the male fide or grossly negligent act or
omission of such person (edited).
It therefore follows that, if the BC as a
juristic person can be sued civilly, then
it can, equally, be held to account in the
event of a breach of the law.
Thus the OHSAct applies to a
Sectional Title Property as it would to
any other place of work.
Therefore the common property of a
Sectional Title complex is effectively a
workplace (certainly for ground staff
and contractors working there), the
Body Corporate is the Employer and
the Chairman of the Board of Trustees
the 16.1. Even if a Managing Agent is
appointed, the Agent’s actions, or
inaction, still remain the responsibility
of the Chairman.
In addition, Residents, Tenants and
Guests are “persons” on the premises;
they may even be considered to be
users!
THE BODY CORPORATE AS THE
EMPLOYER

So, if the OHSAct and associated
Regulations apply to the functioning of
the Body Corporate, what exactly are
their responsibilities?

•
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Everything is simply summarised in
Section 8 of the OHSAct which
requires employers, inter alia, to:
• provide and maintain a working
environment that is safe and without
risk to the health of his employees;
• establish what precautionary
measures should be taken;
• take steps to identify, eliminate or
mitigate any hazard to the safety or
health of employees;
• to provide such information,
instructions, training and supervision
as may be necessary to ensure the
health and safety at work of his
employees; and
• to enforce such measures as may be
necessary in the interest of health and
safety
Then the OHSAct, GAR and GSR
have certain administrative
requirements such as:
• A first aid box if there are more than
5 employees
• A trained first aider if there are more
than 10 employees
• A health and safety representative if
there are more than 20 employees
• A health and safety committee if there
are more than two representatives
• Reporting of certain types of
incident/injury to the Chief Inspector
And, in addition to all this, compliance
with the other numerous associated
Regulations is required!
Many Body Corporates keep their own
labour force to a minimum by
employing services providers for
security, cleaning, garden services etc.
and they, in turn, present their own
pitfalls.
Most authorities on the subject
recommend a “37.2 Agreement” with
Construction Contractors working on
their premises, but why should
construction contractors be singled
out? Security, cleaning or gardening
contractors can just as easily breach the
OHSAct and leave the BC holding the
March/April 2016 National Safety

baby without the presence of that
Agreement.
Bear in mind that the definition of
“Construction” is quite broad and
covers many activities that might be
looked on as mere “Maintenance” –
although not as broad as the 2003
Construction Regulations made it.
And, speaking of Construction
Contractors, is the BC going to buy an
“el cheapo, one size fits all” H&S
Specification or is it going to develop its
own, including a baseline risk
assessment, with some professional
assistance, and use that same
professional to review what might
otherwise be a Contractor’s generic
H&S plan?
The “H&S” file doesn’t have to be
complicated and needs only to reflect
the contents of the H&S plan.
A simple index would look something
like this:
1. Policy
2. Legal Appointments
3. Registers
4. SHE Meetings
5. Training
6. Emergency Planning and Response
7. Inspections, Audits and Gap
Analyses
8. Incident Investigations and
COIDA
9. Contractors and Sub-Contractors
10. General Support
11. Risk Assessments
12. SHE Manual
There are those who will provide an
“off the shelf ” solution for a very small
fee, but a wise BC would be advised to
take on the services of an HSE
professional, preferably one registered
with a Professional Body, registered
with SAQA, like The Institute of Safety
Management or, for Construction
issues, with SACPCMP, preferably
during the planning stages of an
improvement project. Caveat Emptor!
www.safety1st.co.za

In addition, especially in inner city
revival projects, where commercial
businesses often occupy the lower floors
of a multi-storey complex, many of the
property’s tenants may actually be
employers in their own right and their
activities may impact on the operation
of the BC - and vice versa!
An added complication might arise
from a Sectional Title holder who, by
definition, is a member of the BC,
bringing in a contractor to perform
work on their private property. Here
again, a 37.2 Agreement might save a
lot of heartaches for owner, BC and the
Board of Trustees in the event of the
Contractor causing harm or injury to
others or others’ property.
Although this article is aimed at
Sectional Title properties to assist the
members of the BC with an
understanding of the issues associated
with OHSAct compliance, it should be
borne in mind that many of these same
issues find application in the running of
retirement villages, schools and places
of higher education.
Generally, non-industrialised businesses
pay little regard to the issues of
compliance with the OHSAct until
something actually goes wrong. Thus it
behoves those in charge of a facility to
take a proactive stance and ensure that
compliance is achieved beforehand.
There is not just a moral imperative to
do so but in fact both the Constitution
ensures and, more specifically, the
Occupational Health and Safety Act
(OHSAct) requires that our workforce,
and other persons, shall be healthy and
safe at the workplace.
This article in no way purports to
be a comprehensive solution for
Sectional Title properties and their
compliance to the OHSAct but is
intended to act as a guide and serve
as a prompt to those working in the
H&S field who are involved in the
operation of such properties.
REFERENCES
1. http://www.acts.co.za/sectional-titles-act-1986/
2. http://www.angor.co.za/news/understandingsectional-title-terminology-body-corporate/
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Climate change and agriculture

S.P. van Rensburg. (ROSPrac)
We all know that the climate is
changing fast, the planet is getting
hotter and sea levels are rising at an
alarming rate. Experts are of the
opinion that this is due to deforestation
and carbon emissions.
CAN AGRICULTURE ASSIST IN
CHANGING THIS PHENOMENON?

Can the Spekboom / Porkbush perhaps
reduce the effects of carbon emissions?
Portulacaria afra or porkbush is a
popular succulent garden plant in use
around the world and is often used for
bonsai. It has now been shown to be
effective in carbon sequestration
(binding atmospheric carbon which is
responsible for climate change) in
semi-arid landscapes and thicket
vegetation it is also being used for
restoration purposes.
DESCRIPTION

The porkbush is an attractive,
evergreen succulent shrub or small tree
that can reach 2 - 5 m in height,
although usually around 1.5 - 2 m in a
garden situation. It has small round
succulent leaves and red stems. Small
star-shaped pink flowers are borne en
masse from late winter to spring
although flowering in cultivation is
often erratic. They are a rich source of
nectar for many insects, which in turn
attracts insectivorous birds.
DISTRIBUTION

It is found in warm situations on rocky
slopes in succulent karoo scrub, thicket,
bushveld and dry river valleys in the
eastern parts of South Africa from the
Eastern Cape northwards into
KwaZulu-Natal, Swaziland,
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Portulacaria afra Jacq. Family: PortulaceaeCommon
names: Porkbush, Elephants Food (English); Spekboom
(Afrikaans); iNtelezi, isiDondwane, isAmbilane,
iNdibili, isiCococo (Zulu); iGqwanitsha (Xhoza).

Mpumalanga and the Limpopo
Province as well as Mozambique.
USES AND CULTURAL ASPECTS

The leaves of the porkbush can be
eaten and have a sour or tart flavour. It
is heavily browsed by game and
domestic stock and highly favoured by
tortoises. The porkbush has also been
indicated as a soil binder for preventing
soil erosion. Traditional uses also
include the increasing of breast milk by
lactating mothers. The leaves are used
to quench thirst, sucking a leaf is used
to treat exhaustion, dehydration and
heat stroke. Crushed leaves can be
rubbed on blisters and corns on the feet
to provide relief. The leaves are chewed
as a treatment for sore throat and
mouth infections while the astringent
juice is used for soothing ailments of
the skin such as pimples, rashes and
insect stings. The juice is also used as an
antiseptic and as a treatment for
sunburn. It is also recorded that a small
sprig of porkbush steamed with a
tomato bredie (stew) imparts a
delicious flavour. The honey made from
the flowers of porkbush is said to be
“unsurpassable in flavour and texture” by
one reference (Roberts 1990).
THE PORKBUSH ON CLIMATE
CHANGE

Recent research has shown the
Porkbush to be an excellent ‘carbon
www.safety1st.co.za

sponge’ as it has the ability to
sequestrate (absorb) free carbon from
the atmosphere which is used to make
plant tissue. Carbon is one of the major
greenhouse gases which are responsible
for the warming of the earth’s
atmosphere; it is produced in excess by
burning of fossil fuels. Currently,
humans are producing atmospheric
carbon faster than the environment can
absorb it, causing a deficit which
remains in the atmosphere and causes
heat from the sun to be trapped instead
of being radiated back out into space.
The porkbush has the unique ability to
absorb more carbon from the
atmosphere than most other plants and
it does so particularly efficiently. A
stand of Pork bush consequently has
the ability to remove more carbon from
the atmosphere than an equal amount
of deciduous forest. Spekboom has
enormous carbon-storing capabilities.
Its capacity to offset harmful carbon
emissions is compared to that of moist,
subtropical forest. This remarkable
plant is unique in that it stores solar
energy to photosynthesize at night.
This makes Spekboom thicket 10 times
more effective per hectare at carbon
fixing than any tropical rain forest.
Each hectare of Spekboom could
capture 4.2 tons of carbon yearly.
The benefits of planting Spekboom /
Porkbush
• It improves the quality of air that
you breathe
• It is proudly South African and
indigenous to our country
• It can be eaten by humans and
animals
• It is water wise and suitable for all
weather conditions and easy to grow
• It is draught tolerant and fire
resistant
• Can be used to form an excellent
fence and prevents soil erosion
FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Can this plant help to save the planet?
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR NO. 717 14 AUGUST 2015

Correction Government Notice
In ordinary government gazette no. 38707 of 24 April 2015
replace government notice no. 335 with the following:
NOTICE OF DIRECTIVE IN TERMS OF SECTION 7 (1)
OF THE OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
ACT, 1993
In terms of section 7 (1) of the Occupational Health and
Safety Act, 1993 ( Act No. 85 of 1993), I, Tibor
Szana,appointed as Chief Inspector under section 27 (1) of
the said Act, hereby direct all employers in the Class XXI:
Medical services, Animal hospitals etc., as per schedule
below, of the classification of industries of the Compensation
for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act, 1993, to prepare
a written policy concerning the protection of the health and
safety of employees at work, including a description of the
organization and the arrangements for carrying out and
reviewing that policy within two (2) years from the date of
the notice.
The policy should:
• Include a commitment from senior management to
protect as far as reasonably practicable, its employees and
persons other than its employees, from health and safety
risks associated with its activities
• Be appropriate to the Occupational Health and Safety
hazards and risks of the organisation's work
activities as identified in the facility's Hazard Identification
and Risk Assessment (HIRA). The HIRA should be detailed
and include possible Hazardous Biological Agents (HBA)
emanating from the facility's activities that employees/public
might be exposed to at the facility. The HIRA should cover
every aspect of the facility's process to ensure that all
activities at the facility are covered. The HIRA should
include the following information as a minimum for every
HBA identified:
- HBA potentially exposed to
- Who's at risk of potential exposure and how will they be
exposed
- Control measures currently implemented to address
exposure
- Further control measures required to address exposure
(Recommendations)
- Risk rating for each HBA
• Include a commitment from senior management to
comply with the minimum requirements of the relevant
OHS legislation, codes of practice and guidelines
• Include a commitment from senior management to
provide appropriate resources to implement the policy
• Provide a framework for measuring performance and
ensuring continuous improvement by setting, auditing,
March/April 2016 National Safety

and reviewing OHS objectives and targets
• Be documented, understood, implemented and
maintained at all levels of the organisation
• Cover employee health and safety representation, health
and safety committee meetings and worker participation
• Provide for employee cooperation and compliance with
OHS rules and procedures
• Be made available to the community and all interested
parties
The OHSAS 18001: Occupational Health and Safety
Management Systems - Specification and OHSAS 18002:
Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems Guidelines for the implementation of OHSAS 18001, may
be used as guidelines.
Chief Inspector
SCHEDULE
MEDICAL SERVICES, ANIMAL HOSPITALS, ETC.
2100: Dentistry; the business of medical practitioner,
masseur or radiologist, including nursing and ambulance
associations; chiropodists; the business of conducting electro
medical institutes.
2110: The business of running hospitals; maternity or
nursing homes; medical research laboratories; asylums,
sanatoria; clinics; malaria health committees; the business of
veterinary surgeon; dog breeder; bird fancier; domestic pet
dealer; the business of conducting animal hospitals and
homes.
This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za

ARE YOU MEETING ALL
OCCUPATIONAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES?
Occutech is an inspection authority for the work and business
environment surrounds approved by the Department of Labour

• Indoor air quality assessment
• Risk assessors
• Occupational hygiene
• Environmental consultants
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“PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE!”
http://www.occutech.co.za
Email: occutech@occutech.co.za
Tel: (031) 206-1244 Fax: (031) 205-2561

www.safety1st.co.za
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Workers may still be intoxicated from
the night before
by Rhys Evans

Rhys Evans is a Director of Alco-Safe
ALCO-Safe (Pty) Ltd a major supplier of
quality electronic Breath Alcohol Detectors
and accessories in South Africa with 43
years of experience in manufacturing,
distribution and support. ALCO-Safe
(Pty) Ltd also supplies drug detection
equipment utilizing individual urine and
saliva test kits plus electronic
instrumentation which provides an analysis
and printout of the presence of up to six
different drugs in a few minutes.

A night of excessive drinking before a
work day can have dire consequences.
Depending on the amount of alcohol
consumed, traces of alcohol may still be
found in the blood the morning after.
Many people think that they can drink
as much as they want, so long as they
don’t drive, because they can then sleep
it off before going to work the next day.
But this is not true. Depending on the
amount drunk, alcohol will still be
present in their system the next day.
And, when they start work the
morning after, they will be suffering
from fatigue and a hangover.
One alcoholic beverage takes a full
hour to make its way out of your
system. This may be one standard size
beer, or a 130ml glass of wine or one
and a half tots of spirits. If a lot of
alcohol is consumed, it can still be
found in your system hours later. By
the time a person clocks in for work,
there could still be an unacceptable
amount of alcohol in their blood,
impacting on their ability to work or
think clearly and possibly putting theirs
and their colleague’s lives in danger.
The effects of alcohol on the body are
significant. Your body hurts due to
inflammation, your heart is put under
strain, the effects of anxiety are
heightened, endorphins crash and
dehydration sets in, not to mention the
negative effects on your stomach where
your body loses its ability to absorb
minerals and vitamins for a period of
time. Your brain function declines due
24

to an overuse of dopamine. Intoxication
sets in and the body goes into a state of
orthodoxic hypotension, causing
dizziness and nausea.
The problem with a hangover is that
you may not realise you have one from
still being intoxicated when you wake
up. The brain does not register the
change between being sober and being
under the influence. If you wake up
and don’t feel the after effects of the
night before, it is because you are still
intoxicated and the chances are that
around lunch time you will start feeling
fatigued and ill, your sugar levels will
begin dropping rapidly and your
wellness begins deteriorating.
These effects on a worker operating a
crane, forklift or heavy machinery could
easily result in an accident, or even
death. However, many employers miss
the signs and after an incident occurs,
claim to have taken the necessary
preventative steps. Testing for alcohol
before a day’s work should be routine.
Many employers do take the minimum
precautions necessary to prevent
accidents, however, this may not
include regular testing for alcohol. The
impact of an incident happening is far
greater on the company than the
implementation of regular testing
before and even possibly at the end of a
work day.
If an incident occurs in a mine for
example, the mine will be shut down
for a period of time whilst an
investigation occurs, not to mention
the cost of the fines that will be
incurred. This is a costly procedure and
employers would be better off doing
regular testing as opposed to random
testing procedures.
The Occupational Health and Safety
(OHS) Act makes provision for this. It
states that no employer may legally
allow an employee on site if they are or
appear to be under the influence of
alcohol or drugs. This includes tell tale
signs such as smelling of alcohol or
exhibiting symptoms of a hangover.
Should an incident occur, the
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repercussions on the employer will be
serious.
It is management’s function to ensure
the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Policy is
compiled and ratified. Importantly,
they need to ensure that employees
comply. The formulation of the Policy
is a crucial process and requires input
from all levels of management, with
results of past experience in dealing
with the problem being taken into
consideration.
It is important to revise your alcohol
policy regularly with regards to
amendments made by the department
of labour.
White collar workers often think that
they are exempt from the rules because
most accidents happen on construction
sites or in mines. This is not the case.
The OHS Act forbids any company to
have intoxicated employees in the
workplace.
Even those Friday drinks at the office
according to the OHS act, are not
allowed in any workplace. Accidents
such as tripping or falling down the
stairs are more prone to employees
when intoxidated. With the result, this
type of accident will be seen as gross
negligence and management can be
held legally liable for knowingly
allowing such behaviour to take place
on company premises. Furthermore if
someone is killed, criminal charges may
be brought against those responsible.
Often the concept of working through
a hangover is spoken of in jest between
co-workers and friends. However, there
is nothing funny about it as you are a
danger to yourself and your co-workers.
Never forget that when driving to
work the day after a heavy night of
drinking, you are technically driving
under the influence of alcohol.
You need to consider the consequences
of causing an accident where someone
is injured or killed. Besides the jail time,
could you live with the guilt?
Tel: 012-3438114 Email: rhys@alcosafe.co.za
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Your workplace
Dos and don’ts of working at height
by Hennie Koekemoer,
Snr OHS Consultant
HASLAC (Pty) Ltd

HASLAC is firmly positioned in the
industry as a leading SHERQ
management consultancy. HASLAC
specialises in Occupational Health
and Safety legislation and is fully
accredited as a service and training
provider by HWSETA and the
Department of Labour.
It is legally required from employers to
provide a safe and healthy work
environment for all workers and take
their welfare needs into account.
This applies to a very wide range of
workplaces – not only factories, shops,
construction sites and offices but also
schools, hospitals, hotels and places of
entertainment etc.
WHAT DOES WORKPLACE MEAN?

Workplace means any premises or part
of premises which are made available to
any person as a place of work. The
term workplace also includes the
common parts of shared buildings,
roads, etc.
One must consider, for example, the
safety of persons on construction sites
which includes all activities such as
erecting of structures, using of
machinery, working in elevated
positions, etc.
DANGERS OF WORKING AT HEIGHTS

Work at height is defined as: “Work in
any place, including a place at or below
ground level, or obtaining access to or
egress from such a place, while at work
where, if suitable measures were not
taken, a person could fall a distance
likely to cause personal injury or result
in a fatality”.
When assessing or controlling this risk
it should firstly be considered if
working at height can be avoided and if
this is not reasonably practicable,
equipment or other control measures in
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order to prevent falls must be
considered. The aim is to reduce the
likelihood of injury in the event of a
person falling from a height.
It is a well-known fact that the distance
a person falls is irrelevant to the severity
or nature of injury sustain. This means
that a person may fall one meter and
land badly which may result in, for
example, a fatality.
To assist in preventing falls from
height, one must properly PLAN,
ORGANISE and SUPERVISE all work
at height which is also a legal
requirement in terms of The
Construction Regulations.
It is vitally important that all work to
be carried out from an elevated position
is properly planned and assessed. It is
therefore recommended and legally
required that elevated work is properly
planned and all possible risks are
identified, evaluated and control
measures are put in place to ensure the
safety of persons. Adherence must be
given to the Construction Regulations
as well as General Safety Regulation 6.
The following factors may form part of
the risk assessment and need to be
considered:
• Determine if the work involves a risk
of a fall that could cause personal
injury or death.
• Consider if the work can be avoided
by undertaking it in a different way.
• Determine the reasonable control
measures that need to be in place by
carrying out a proper risk assessment
and select appropriate work methods
as well as safety equipment.
• Develop and implement a procedure
to ensure that appropriate equipment
is selected and correctly used.
• Develop a fall protection plan.
• Include arrangements for
emergencies and rescue.
• Ensure that persons working in
elevated positions are properly
trained and medically fit to work in
such an environment.
www.safety1st.co.za

DOS AND DON’TS OF WORKING AT
HEIGHT

Do ...
• as much work as possible on/from the
ground
• ensure safe access for workers to and
from where they work at height
• ensure equipment is suitable, stable
and strong enough for the job,
maintained and checked regularly
• take precautions when working on or
near fragile surfaces
• provide protection from falling
objects
• consider emergency evacuation and
rescue procedures
• ensure a risk assessment is carried out
and safe work procedures developed
Don’t ...
• overload ladders – consider the
equipment or materials workers are
carrying before working at height
• overreach on ladders or stepladders as
the intention is to lean into a ladder
when carrying out work and to leave
the top two rungs on a step ladder
vacant to support the legs of the
person working from the ladder
• rest a ladder against weak upper
surfaces, e.g. glazing or plastic
gutters
• use ladders or stepladders for
strenuous or heavy tasks, only use
them for light work of short duration
(a recommended maximum of 30
minutes at a time)
• let anyone who is not competent
(who doesn’t have the skills,
knowledge and experience to do the
job and who is not medically fit) to
work at heights.
Ensure that persons doing elevated
work are in possession of a medical
certificate of fitness as this is a legal
requirement in terms of the
Construction Regulations. It is vitally
important that persons carrying out
elevated work are trained and
medically fit.
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Manufacturing success through intelligence and innovation

By placing a premium on innovation
and an unwavering commitment to
pioneer the development of specialised
fabrics and protective gear, MB
Workwear has become a safety
solutions expert in the workwear
manufacturing industry. With over 60
years of experience in the industry, this
innovative company combines its high
volume manufacturing capabilities with
excellence and innovation to push the
boundaries and continually produce
superior quality workwear.
Over the years the company has
worked tirelessly to develop
associations with strategic fabric
suppliers, designers and technicians in
order to develop specialised fabrics that
meet the constantly evolving needs of
the industries it serves. Today they
produce a full range of garments for all
requirements, with special focus on the
protective clothing needs in the
mining, construction, chemical, oil and
gas and agricultural industries.
Renowned for excellence in developing
specialised fabrics and fabric
treatments, the company has
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introduced a number of ground
breaking products to the workwear
market. The most noteworthy of these
is MB Workwear’s exclusive Zeroflame
and Zeroflame Acid Resistant – as well
as Nomex® flame retardant –
coveralls. Other specialised fabrics such
as their Polyviscose blends, acid
resistant polycottons, high visibility
protective clothing, chainsaw trousers,
aluminium splash protection and antistatic fabrics, which are blended with
carbon fibres and used in the Electric
Arc and OGP industries, are other
examples of the extent of their
innovative capabilities.
This ability to continually innovate in a
fast paced and demanding industry is
largely due to their considerable
investment in increasing production
efficiencies and workmanship precision.
These investments range from
automated machinery to constant
management and supervisory training,
skills development training and
improved software installations.
It is this innovation, an ‘obsession’ with
quality and safety, and a client-centred
www.safety1st.co.za

approach to manufacturing that drives
MB Workwear to continually develop
improved workwear solutions. This
kind of customer service and
innovation, and of course the strictest
adherence to quality standards, has
enabled MB Workwear to produce
protective clothing that is rated
amongst the best, not just in South
Africa, but across the globe.
Ultimately, dedicated work ethic and
commitment to innovative design has
truly put MB Workwear ahead of the
pack. They push to consistently
improve their products and services to
ensure the best safety wear solutions
for all industries, living up to their
motto: “Safety Obsessed, Quality Driven”.
Contact MB Workwear
on 039 682 2430
or email bruce@mbww.co.za
or andre@mbww.co.za
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Hearing protection just got comfortable
Do you need optimal wearer comfort, combined with our trusted level of
protection? uvex has the solution: i-gonomics.
“i” stands for “innovation” and “gonomics” for “ergonomics” - our aim is to
manufacture PPE which not only protects the wearer, but also offers long-lasting
stress reduction in working environments. This helps us advance our own mission
of “protecting people” in the best-possible way.

uvex i-gonomics
Measurable stress reduction
for hearing protection
uvex has developed an
ergonomic product system uvex i-gonomics which
delivers perfect fit, light
weight and optimum
temperature - a combination
which significantly increases
wearer comfort.
Hearing is precious and can
be easily damaged. Wearing
low pressure, non-irritating
uvex earmuffs ensures
wearers reliably protect their
hearing even when worn for
long periods of time.
UVEX Safety South Africa (Pty) Ltd
uvex safety (Durban)
Phone: +27 (31) 569 6780
E-Mail: info@uvex.co.za
uvex safety (Pretoria)
Phone: +27 (12) 345 6656
E-Mail: safety@uvex.co.za
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Reusable earplugs with high sound
protection
• SNR 30dB
• Long ridges for high
noise insulation
• Soft, smaller earplug stem
ensures optimum wearer
• Storage in earplug box

uvex K200

uvex K1

uvex K2

• SNR 28dB
• Easy Length adjustment
• Adjustable headband for a
perfect fit

• SNR 28dB
• Easy Length adjustment
• Padded headband for
optimal comfort

• SNR 32dB
• Easy Length adjustment
• Padded headband for
optimal comfort

uvex K3

uvex K1H

uvex K2H

• SNR 33dB
• Easily adjustable for a
perfect fit
• Padded headband for
optimal comfort
• Wearer comfort guaranted

• SNR 27dB
• Compatible with all
leading helmets
• Soft ear cushions adapt to
surface and head shape for
optimal comfort

•SNR 30dB
•Compatible with all
leading helmets
•Wearer comfort
guaranteed thanks to extra
soft memory foam ear
cushions.

www.sapema.org
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uvex whisper supreme
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News

SAPEMA PPE Handbook

News from SAPEMA
2nd Quarter 2016
From Clyde’s Desk

A-OSHEXPO 2016 24 to 26 May
Exhibition
• There are currently 52 local
exhibitors and 8 internationals
(included in this figure is the
Pakistan and Chinese pavilion)
• The total square meters sold to date
is 1086 square meters and represents
80% sold
• Currently there are 11 SAPEMA
members that have booked stands

www.sapema.org

SAPEMA OFFICE BEARERS
National Exco
Clyde Beattie - Chairman
Ravesh Rama - Vice-Chairman
André Eloff
Deleane Luzzatto
Mike Freemantle
Neels Coetzee
Justin Goldblatt
Loren Pearson
Stephen Burrow
Ray Strydom - Secretary
Mobile 083 273 5513
Tel. 012 661 5166
Email info@sapema.org

Inland Branch
André Eloff - Chairman
Michelle Mitchell - Secretary
Tel. 011 477 0190
Email: Safeco@icon.co.za
KZNatal Branch
Justin Goldblatt - Chairman
Ravesh Rama - Secretary
Tel. 031 304 8336
Email ravesh@ramagroup.co.za

The handbook is progressing well. The
following chapters have been
completed or are in the process of being
produced:
• Head Protection - completed
• Hearing Protection - completed
• Respiratory Protection - completed
and a new section “Air Purification
and Supplied Air Respirators” being
added.
• Eye & Face Protection - completed
• Fall Arrest - completed
• Hand Protection - in final stages of
completion
• Foot Protection - module being
drafted at present
• Protective Clothing - drafting of the
module to commence soon with
three sub-sections “Disposable”,
“Chemical Spillage” and “Other”.
• Instrumentation - the drafting
would also commence in the near
future.

Training for Sapema
Member’s Sales Staff
Training sessions were held in Gauteng
at Inland Branch on 24 February with
18 persons attending and at KZNatal
Branch on the 16 March with 8
persons attending. The subject was
“Fall Protection” and was presented by
Duane Basson.

NOSHEBO Seminar Theatre
The arrangements for AOSHExpo are progressing well and the speaker’s programme for the seminar theatre is almost
finalised. The programme contains a galaxy of very interesting subjects and excellent speakers:
Topic
Speaker
The OHS Bill - cutting edge legislation
Mr Tibor Szana, Chief Inspector, OHS, Department of
Labour
The Construction Regulations, 2014
Mr Phumi Maphaha, Construction, Explosives & Major
Hazard Installation, Department of Labour
Risk assessment in arc flash environments
Mr Jaheer Jooma (Pr. Eng.) (SMSAIEE)
Working at heights guidelines
Mr Ruaan Breedt, SpiderWebb
OHS design to specification
Mr Leighton Bennett, BenRisk Consultants
Hearing protection - What benefit to the
Mr Wayne Basson, HSE Safety
workers and the company?
Occupational Hygiene - Protectingthe health of employees Mr Deon J van Vuuren, Gijima AST Consultants
Head protection guidelines
Mr Paddy Mallet, Quality Safety
A single professional registration
Mr Joep Joubert, President IOSM. Authority for
Occupational
Safety Director Pinnacle Safety Consultants Practitioners
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Protect your greatest assets with personal protective equipment
Performing hazardous jobs comes with
high levels of uncertainty.
From military personnel in conflict
zones and professional firefighters
saving lives, to industrial workers
handling volatile chemicals or heat and
flame hazards, the dedicated people
who work in these vital but dangerous
fields rely on innovative personal
protective equipment solutions from
DuPont.
The world is changing rapidly. As more
nations become industrialised, they
develop a greater need for personal
protective equipment. From emergency
response teams and police officers to
laboratory technicians or frontline
workers in manufacturing,
construction, and maintenance,
DuPont provides science-based
solutions that address this need for
protection.
We understand that those who do the
dirty work are not made of stone, and
we are committed to providing
solutions for helping keep them safe
from on-the-job hazards.
Our personal protective equipment
(PPE) solutions include some of the
most trusted brands in the industry:
DuPont™ Kevlar® fibre for cut,
abrasion and ballistic protection,
DuPont™ Nomex® fibre for heat,
38

flame and electrical hazards and
DuPont™ Tyvek® and DuPont™
Tychem® apparel for chemical,
biological and particulate protection.
By collaborating with industries and

authorities, we can engineer and offer
the latest personal protective
equipment solutions that can help keep
professionals safe while they continue
helping, changing and improving the
world.

DUPONT™ SAFESPEC™ - FACILITATING GARMENT SELECTION

DuPont has recently launched the European version of DuPont™ SafeSPEC™,
the comprehensive online tool that helps safety professionals make informed
decisions when selecting chemical protective apparel from DuPont.
SafeSPEC™ offers customisable product selection and search features for the full
portfolio of chemical protection clothing from DuPont in Europe, including
DuPont™ Tyvek® and DuPont™ Tychem® protective garments.
Using the tool, visitors can:
• obtain a summary of the selected garment’s key features and benefits, as well as
views of the garment from multiple angles and close-ups of its specific design
features;
• gain direct access to information on the selected garment, including data on its
barrier performance, all relevant product literature and associated accessories;
• compare information between garments from across the DuPont range.
“Our goal is to provide a tool that makes the experience as user-friendly and
informative for customers as possible,” said Valerie Pierret, EMEA garments
marketing manager - DPT. “The launch of SafeSPEC™ Europe reinforces our
commitment to providing industry solutions that facilitate comprehensive
product selection so our customers have the information needed to make
informed purchase decisions.”
Contact: Loren Pearson, DuPont Protection Technologies ,Sales and Marketing Leader: Chemical
Industrial and Thermal Apparel Sub-Saharan Africa,
Tel.: +27 (11) 218 8654 , Mobile: +27 (82) 377 6765, visit: www.safespec.dupont.co.uk
www.safety1st.co.za
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Hand protection is essential and attainable
Too often we take our hands for
granted but there are virtually no
operations in the workplace that don’t
rely on the dexterity, strength and
flexibility of our hands. Simply stated,
our hands are truly amazing and
indispensable tools.
Hands are superbly designed tools of
amazing strength and dexterity. They
can pinch, grasp, twist, lift, hold and
manipulate while doing a wide variety
of other specific tasks. Hands and
wrists are a complex system of bones,
muscles and tendons, ligaments, blood
vessels and nerves protected by layers of
skin. A total of 27 hand and wrist
bones are connected to the muscles by
tendons. Ligaments join bones together
and hold the joints in place. Blood
vessels supply nourishment to all these
parts. Nerves convey sensations and
help to control hand and finger
movements. The skin provides a barrier
against chemicals, heat and cold. Skin
on the back of the hand is thin and
elastic and on the palm it is thick to
provide traction, cushioning and
insulation.
As valuable as they are, our hands are
also extremely vulnerable to injury. The
workplace usually has multiple
opportunities for crippling injuries that
reduce productivity and potentially
destroy lives.
Hand injuries account for
approximately 45% off all workplace
accidents and at least 60% of these
could be avoided with the proper hand
protection.
Common injuries include:
• Lacerations and punctures
• Contusions
• Fractures
• Burns – chemical, electrical and
thermal
• Infections
Frustratingly however, hand injuries are
almost entirely preventable. So why do
hand injuries still dominate all other
workplace injuries?
Non-compliance is largely a cultural
phenomenon. Companies that neglect
training, that are lax in reinforcement
and that don’t understand the
importance of providing the correct
40

glove for each task are putting their
workers’ lives in danger and are
ultimately sabotaging their own
productivity objectives.
Workers are not always blameless.
Excuses for not wearing gloves include:
• I can’t feel what I am doing
• I am used to working without gloves
• I worker faster without gloves
• Gloves are hot and uncomfortable
• I never get the right size
None of these excuses are valid. There
are gloves for every application, while
appropriate comfort, fit, dexterity and
safety properties are available.
There are several categories of gloves.
Disposable gloves - Perfect for onetime use situations. Thin for improved
sensitivity and dexterity. Provides
wearer protection against materials, or
protects the material from the handler.
Critical-environment gloves - Used
in applications that require extreme
cleanliness, such as in the electronic,
nuclear, and pharmaceutical industries.
Chemical-resistant gloves - Protect
against specified chemicals and liquids,
also protect against abrasion, cuts,
punctures, and snags. Generally, any
“chemical-resistant” glove can be used
for dry powders.
General-purpose gloves - Intended to
help reduce hand injuries from snags,
punctures, abrasions, and cuts.
Coated gloves – For example nitrile
and natural rubber coated gloves are
often used as substitutes for leather
gloves. They offer superior hand
protection in wet environments where
dexterity is important.
Cut-resistant gloves - Available in a
wide variety of materials, including
metal-mesh, Kevlar®, Dyneema®,
Twaron®, etc. Protects against cuts and
scrapes in the food industry, as well as
general warehousing.
Puncture-resistant gloves - Available
in a wide variety of materials.
Puncture-resistant gloves protect
against most sharp objects, including
glass, metal, and needle sticks. No
glove is completely puncture-proof, nor
can gloves be expected to take the
www.safety1st.co.za

Perfect Cutting Dyneema Diamond fibres combine the
best characteristics of Dyneema – high cut and abrasion
resistance combined with exceptional levels of dexterity,
comfort and superior longevity.

place of proper engineering or work
practice controls.
Anti-vibration/impact gloves Protection from vibration or impact
from tools and equipment. Helps
prevent hand, finger, and arm fatigue.
Leather gloves - Qualities of leather
include comfort, durability, dexterity,
mild heat resistance, and abrasion
resistance. Good all-purpose glove.
Temperature-resistance gloves Provide protection from high
temperatures as well as cold. Leather,
Kevlar®, cotton terrycloth, cryogenic
gloves, rubber, Nomex®, Zetex®, and
Flextra® are some common materials
used in this type of glove.
Voltage-rated gloves - Protection
against shock hazards. To assure
adequate electrical protection, choose
the properly rated insulated gloves and
protectors for your application.
An effective hand protection
programme requires cooperation
between employer and employee.
• The right glove for the task must be
made available
• When buying gloves the focus
should be on value and quality
• Workers must be educated on the
importance of hand protection
• Workers must be disavowed of the
dangerous notion that one cannot
work with gloves.
Tel: + 27 (0) 11 971 8040
Email: hseenquiries@hsesolutions.co.za
www.hsesolutions.co.za
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